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School Vision 
 
To maximize every learning 
opportunity and shape our 
students’ future through high 
quality, values enriched, 
teaching and learning. 
 
 
 

School Community Purpose 

 
We will work as a community so that each student and staff member: 
 

 Achieves their personal best in their learning … 

 Is inspired and is given the opportunity to inspire others.  

 Respects self, others and the environment. 

ACHIEVE, INSPIRE, RESPECT -   AIR 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 School Summary 

School ICSEA:   1010 (1016 in 2020) 

ICSEA stands for the Index of Community socio-educational advantage and provides an indication of 

the socio-educational backgrounds of students; it has nothing to do with the staff, school facilities or 

teaching programs at the school. www.acara.edu.au/verve/_resources/About_icsea_2014.pdf 

Student numbers December 2021:  493 

Classes:    
3 x Kindergarten  
3 x Pre primary 
2 x Year 1 
1 x Year 1/2 
2 x Year 2 
2 x Year 3 
1 x Year 4 
1 x Year 5/6 
2 x Year 5 
2 x Year 6   

1 x Year 3/4  

1 x Year 3/4  

Number of staff 2021 
Administration:  3  
Classroom Teachers:  Full time equivalent 24.7 (30 teachers)  
Including 2 L3Teachers 
Non-teaching staff: Full time equivalent 15.9 (24 staff)  

 

 



 

 

School Overview 
South Coogee is an Independent Public School catering for around 450 children from 

Kindergarten to Year 6 on a modern, attractive and well-resourced campus.  

 

Our school has a strong student-centred, caring positive behaviour focus. This is 

demonstrated in our AIR (Achieve, Inspire, Respect) agreements and our embedded 

school values, which include mutual respect, attentive listening, appreciations, right to pass 

and personal best. 

 

We have a strong focus on whole-school evidence based strategies in literacy and 

numeracy across the curriculum which is proving very effective. Our school has supportive 

and experienced teachers with the necessary skills and experience to help students 

achieve their individual potential. Systematic assessment and reporting procedures are 

carried out regularly, confirming performance and guiding the setting of future targets for 

the school. National and State-wide testing is utilised and evidence based approaches to 

improvement are used to effectively plan and promote good collaborative decision making.  

 

Specialist programs at our school include Visual Arts, Physical Education, Indonesian and 

Noongar, Performing Arts and STEM. Students are also able to join an enthusiastic school 

choir, participate in Drama productions and SIMMS instrumental music. We have a strong 

focus on physical education with students performing extremely well at a district level in a 

range of sports, and in faction and interschool athletic carnivals. Our students P-6 have had 

the opportunity for swimming lessons in 2021. 

 

South Coogee Primary School is an Asthma 

Friendly School. It is also a Wastewise, 

Waterwise and Climate Clever school with a 

strong focus on environmental responsibility. 

 

Our regular Breakfast Club provides a 

healthy breakfast while also developing 

social skills and is facilitated by our school 

Chaplain. Out of school care is provided in 

the morning and after school. 

 

The school has had a Chaplain to provide 

additional pastoral care for students, staff 

and parents. Feedback from parents 

conveys a very high degree of satisfaction in the 

school's learning programs, its operation and 

organisation. 



 

 

The School Board plays an important role in school development planning processes and 

comprehensive monitoring of finances and school performance. There is an active P&C 

Association which encourages all parents to contribute to school resources and to belong 

to our community. Our P&C supports many initiatives in the school through fundraising. 

Parents are kept informed about the school through Connect, and blogs on the website.  

 

Our school is located approximately 13kms south of Fremantle. School buildings are 

modern and the school grounds are attractive with a range of challenging formal and nature 

playgrounds. Classrooms are spacious and designed to promote collaborative teaching 

and learning practices. The school is well resourced and all our students use a range of 

digital equipment, iPads, computers and notebooks. There is a 'Bring Your Own Device' 

program for Years 3 to 6 supplemented by the school with a supply of IPads and computers. 

 
We invite you to discover more about South Coogee Primary School at 
http://southcoogeeps.wa.e du.au or to phone us on 61741500.    

 

Principal’s Introduction  
 
This Annual Report for 2021 provides a summary of the 

school’s performance and highlights for the year. It details key 

achievements, special projects, initiatives and events. It 

contains a range of information which meets Federal 

Reporting requirements. Throughout 2021 additional 

information has been provided to the school community in 

newsletters, through Connect, the school website, our 

electronic signage, reports to the School Board and P&C Association, parent workshops, 

meetings, assemblies, special events, classroom web pages, and formal reports.  

South Coogee Primary School is proud to be an Independent Public School (IPS). The 

school has been independent for nine years. The school is now into its second 3 Year 

Business Plan which was developed using consideration of the context of our school and 

the range of the school’s data. Analysis of our progress towards meeting targets and 

milestones of the newly implemented Business Plan 2019-21 has shown success. There is 

continuing improvement in data being collected including NAPLAN. Staff implementation of 

research based whole school initiatives has achieved continued improvement in standards. 

This is assisted by increased flexibility for funding through our status as IPS and improved 

community engagement.  

 

Early in 2020, a Public School Review was held in line with the accountability timeline from 

the Department of Education. The full report of this Review is available through Schools 

Online or at   2020 Public School Review Report (PDF 206.94 KB)  

 

The Review found that a comprehensive and rigorous school self-assessment was 

submitted. The findings were that the school is ‘Effective’ and demonstrated effective 

practice in creating the conditions required for student success. The Review Director 

further stated: Congratulations on the great work you and your school are doing. The 

next school review is scheduled for 2023. 

 

 

 

https://www.det.wa.edu.au/schoolsonline/school_file_download?schoolID=5113&fileType=ERG_RPT&yearID=2020


 

 

The School Board plays a major part in representing parents in decision making and 

assuring compliance. Information presented at each Board meeting is reported back to the 

school’s P&C by their representative. There has been turnover of community and school 

members due to their students graduating from or leaving our school, and employment 

opportunities. School Board members continue to develop skills and understandings 

required to ensure they have effective oversight of school policies, school contributions, 

finances and our School Plan.  

 

South Coogee Primary School has been supported by an actively involved P&C which 

works hard to provide additional funding to enrich our school programs. The P&C manage 

the Uniform Shop and the Canteen, providing outstanding service to our parent community.  

Parent representatives run the School Banking Program, provide children with the 

opportunity to purchase Book Club books as well as assisting with the Breakfast Club. 

During this year they made a decision to outsource the uniform supply. 

 

Year 6 students became Student Representatives through a school wide voting process. 

Their peers also voted for Assistants to Specialist teachers and to K-PP teachers. These 

students, with other Year 6 peers, efficiently carry out a range of leadership roles in a mature 

and responsible manner, suitable for graduating students.  

 

A School Chaplain provides pastoral care to our students, staff and parents and coordinates 

the Breakfast Club. Through Ed Connect, selected students are supported by outside 

mentors in developing social skills and assisting their learning.  

 

Yangebup Family Centre worked with us to provide a Pre-Kindergarten program in Term 3 

to facilitate an easy transition to Kindergarten. We are strongly supported by Industry and 

other outside entities with funding, programs, man power and goods to enhance and enrich 

our school. An example of this is the Noongar 6 seasons mural which provided great 

stimulus for examining our Beeliar area and the Noongar way of life which we continue to 

use as a focus for learning.  

 

Fremantle Speech and Language students provide speech therapy to students they identify 

under the supervision of Curtin University.  

 

Mentor teachers from our school provide training to beginning teachers from 3 Universities.  

 

I trust that this report will be informative and that it demonstrates both the whole school 

commitment to improvement and excellence and the richness of the programs at South 

Coogee IPS.   

Principal:    Lynette Beard     Master of Education 



 

 

South Coogee Primary School Board Report  

On behalf of the South Coogee Primary School Board, I’m pleased to 

contribute to, and endorse, the 2021 Annual Report for your review. 

Thank you to all serving members of the 2021 Board, who as a group 

have contributed to the decision making process and once again 

played an active and integral part in the management of our school. As 

a Board, we are privileged to have oversight of the operations, work 

collaboratively with and support the Principal and staff of the school in 

their endeavour to continue to enhance the richness of the educational 

and social opportunities offered to students at South Coogee Primary 

School. 

2021 has seen the addition of a new nature playground, the refurbishment of existing 

playgrounds and continuous improvement of facilities around the school. It is the year the 

school has celebrated its 100 year anniversary with each class actively participating to mark 

this special occasion. The School continues to implement actions from the Reconciliation 

Action Plan (RAP) and we look forward to the introduction of our own Acknowledgement of 

Country developed by our Aboriginal students.    

The effort of staff, students, parents and the wider school community have resulted in 

continued progress in many areas of school management and performance. We continue to 

see improvement in results across multiple areas and school surveys demonstrated high 

levels of satisfaction from parents and students in relation to the education provided at South 

Coogee.  

Julia Formato-Stockman  - Board Chair 

Your Board Members 

 
 
 
 



 

 

Staffing 
A Workforce Plan has been used to ensure that teachers who are merit selected value-add to 

our staffing profile. This plan is based on information provided by the Department of Education 

about all our current school staff. Through gap analysis, the plan identified areas where new 

staff were needed.  

Merit selection processes identified outstanding staff who were either employed in 2020 or 

notified that they would commence in 2021.  

Selection processes were held for an Associate Principal, a Teacher pool, a 

Gardener/Handyman and a Special Needs Education Assistant pool. 

Staff undertakes ongoing professional learning to ensure they are using research based 

teaching strategies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Para-professionals  
Building capacity of our para-professionals and acknowledging, valuing and utilising their 

expertise in up-skilling others is viewed as an essential component to professional growth for 

our para-professionals and to student progress. Both Education Assistants and Special Needs 

Education Assistants participate in professional learning sessions during their working rosters 

and are invited to attend all other information sessions. 

 

Student Leadership 2021 
 
The Year 6 students in 2021 had a wide range of leadership opportunities.  
These included: 

 Student 
Representatives  

 Sports Captains 
and Vice Captains 

 ICT  

 Office 

 STEM 

 Art  
 Languages 

 Music 

 Library  

 Sustainability  

 Flag Bearers 

 
 
 
 



 

 

The Student Representatives were responsible for all formal leadership requirements such as 
running Assemblies and Ceremonies. They were also responsible for monitoring and reporting 
on student activities such as Star Awards, Golden Broom, Waste Free Wednesday and 
matters to do with the Canteen and Sports and whole school projects.   
 
All positions were gained through merit selection involving either making speeches to their 
peers or writing expressions of interest. 
  
Students demonstrated high levels of responsibility in all areas.   

 

Volunteering at South Coogee Primary School 
ED Connect Australia 
The school receives valued assistance from a broad range of external volunteers and mentors, 
both male and female, from Ed Connect Australia who provide assistance in the classroom, 
with small group work and with individual mentoring.  

 

 

Parent and Community  
Volunteers assist at Breakfast Club, in classrooms across the school, in the Library, in the 

Uniform Shop, for School Banking and in the Canteen. Parents also provide assistance in a 

Slime Run and in school activities such as carnivals and excursions.  

 

Our community is strongly supported by Industry partners who provide free activities and paint 

and equipment for our students.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

The City of Cockburn works with our school on sustainability 

activities including dune revegetation and beach clean-up.  

 

 

 

Fruit and breakfast supplies are provided by Foodbank. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each year the staff provide morning tea for our volunteers to say ‘Thank You’ for all the work 

they do in all areas of the school.  

 

 

Teacher Volunteers 

Teachers generously donate their time before, during and after school to provide extra 
enriching activities for children who choose to participate.  
These include: 
Choir,  
Performing Arts 
and Running Club. 

A classroom teacher voluntarily rehearsed and coordinated the choir which performed at all 
school events such as the ANZAC Service, Remembrance Day, Harmony Day, NAIDOC Day, 
Graduation Ceremony, Mid-year Concert and Celebration Assembly,  

 



 

 

Speech Pathology in Schools  
At South Coogee PS in 2018 we implemented the Language and Literacy Project in 

partnership with Fremantle Speech Pathology. This program has been extremely helpful in 

providing early intervention for students. Speech Pathology students from both Curtin 

University as well as Edith Cowan University assess and provide direct intervention to the 

students of who are experiencing difficulty with their speech, language and/or literacy 

development.  

All students in Kindergarten and Pre-Primary are screened to investigate areas such as: 

 Speech / Sound development 

 Oral language 

 Pre-literacy development 

 Speech fluency 
 

Students who were identified as experiencing difficulty in any of these areas were provided 

with small group or individual assistance. Reports with results of the screening were made 

available to parents. In addition, students from Year 1 to 6 who were identified by their teacher 

as struggling with speech, language or literacy development, received a full assessment (with 

a report) and follow-up intervention by the speech pathology students either in small groups 

or individually. 

ICT (Information Communication Technology)            

 With the implementation of the digital technologies curriculum, ICT continues to be a focus 

for Professional Learning sessions with staff sharing lesson ideas and quality iPad apps they 

have found with their colleagues.  

All students have completed an ICT Acceptable Use Agreement with their parents and cyber 

safety is taught and referred to throughout the year.  Biennial cyber safety workshops for 

parents are funded by the P&C. Students and staff continue to have access to a bank of iPads 

available to each classroom, desktop computers, new Promethean Active Boards, Beebots, 

3D printers and digital microscopes. There is a successful BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) 

program for students Year 3 to 6.  

The school employed a Network Support Officer to assist in implementing programming and 

coding applications amongst staff and students and to ensure an efficient network for them. 

This was identified as a gap in our Workforce Plan.  

 

 

 



 

 

School Priorities – Academic Areas 
Since the school has become an Independent Public School (IPS) there has been an 

increased focus on the setting of high expectations of students in terms of their effort and 

academic achievement as well as on making the learning intention of lessons explicit. A range 

of strategic whole school approaches including Numeracy Passports, Guided Reading, 

Talk4Writing and Letters and Sounds have been implemented. Planning of both staffing and 

Professional Learning has been focussed on improvement strategies.  

 

Academic Achievement 
 

Literacy 
At South Coogee PS in 2021 we focused on 

embedding a whole-school uniform Literacy Block. 

This incorporated a transitional model from 

Kindergarten to Year 6 that takes into account the 

play continuum.  Our aim was to embed practices 

and processes that support oral language 

acquisition as a foundational building block for 

literacy, to improve oral and reading 

comprehension skills and transfer the application of 

these skills into writing. 

Kindergarten and Pre-Primary students at South Coogee take part in the Cracking the Code 

program which complements our synthetic phonics program Letters and Sounds (K to Year 

2). We consider the acquisition of these skills were integral to students learning to read and 

write.  

A Speech Pathology in Schools Program through Fremantle Speech Pathology and Curtin 

University ran across the year. Speech Pathology students under the supervision of a certified 

Speech Pathologist screened all of our kindergarten students (and new students in PP to year 

2) for Speech and Language difficulties. This early intervention helped us to identify additional 

learning needs of our students. Through our Speech Pathology Program we: 

 Screened Kindergarten students and new students in PP-2 

 Provided small group intervention Years 1 & 2 

 Provided individual assessments and intervention sessions 

 Provided professional learning opportunities in specific areas of Speech & Language 

 

To address the oral language deficits, last year the literacy committee researched what we 

could do as a school to address this issue. Heggerty Phonemic Awareness was identified, and 

selected teachers then trialled this as an approach in the classroom to target the students 

Phonemic Awareness skills. In 2021 this has been successfully embedded as part of our 

Literacy Blocks for Pre-Primary to 2 classes following 80 percent buy-in from staff. 

In 2019 the NAPLAN results showed a large deficit in our students’ reading comprehension 

skills. This prompted the literacy committee to come together and research ideas on how we 

would address this as a whole school. Talk for Reading was identified and implemented. The 

program overhauled the way we teach reading comprehension to our students, ensuring that 

all students including those who are not strong readers, had access to rich quality literature. 



 

 

The program also focuses on improving the students’ 

vocabulary skills. In 2021, NAPLAN results have shown 

a significant improvement in reading and writing skills. 

To track progress in reading and writing over the past two 

years we have used PAT Testing for Reading for Years 

1 to 6; and Spelling & Grammar and Punctuation for 

Years 3 to 6. Teachers analysed the data as 

collaborative learning teams and set targets and 

identified strategies to address the areas of 

development. Overall, a common theme was students 

struggled with inferential comprehension, vocabulary and reading stamina. It was also 

identified that we needed to target their reading fluency and application of spelling rules to 

their writing.  

We have whole-school approaches to teaching spelling and 

writing. We have implemented Letters and Sounds from 

Kindergarten to Year 2, and as an intervention program for Years 

3-6. Some Education Assistants have been trained in Letters and 

Sounds and Phonological Awareness. They have been running 

sessions with identified students from Years 3 to 6. In 2022 we are 

aiming to ensure that this runs consistently at least three times a 

week. This will give the students optimal opportunity to make 

sound progress across the year. Support for Spelling follows on 

from this program. It covers morphological and etymological 

knowledge. We have also continued to embed a Spelling Rules 

and Generalisations document and a Grammar Scope and 

Sequence for PP to Year 6.  

We have continued to focus on our library as an engaging, popular 

place for students and ensure quality learning occurs during library 

time. With the implementation of Literacy Pro in 2020 at our school 

all books that could be given a Lexile level were and a section marked out for these books. 

This has continued to grow over 2021. Students who come to the library, borrow from this 

section and choose a book of interest to them. Literacy Pro is used as a way to track and 

monitor student progress with their reading comprehension.  

 
Numeracy 
Learning mathematics creates opportunities 
for and enriches the lives of our South Coogee 
students. Each student is provided with the 
essential mathematical skills and knowledge 
in number and algebra, measurement and 
geometry, and statistics and probability. ‘ 

We have a very committed Numeracy 
Committee who work very closely to ensure all 
year levels are represented and supported. 
Collaborative DOTT for teaching staff also 
ensures that planning, moderation and new 
curriculum material is developed and shared. 



 

 

Whole school initiatives:  

These have been implemented to develop the numeracy capabilities that all students need in 

their personal lives, and provides the fundamentals on which promote mathematical knowledge 
and an overall awareness of mathematical literacy.  

Curriculum  

South Coogee Primary school follows the Western Mathematics Curriculum. Each year level 
monitors that the achievement standards are adhered to by having targeted Numeracy blocks 
across the schools, Visible Learning Strategies (WALT), Success Criteria and following the 
CRA model. New curriculum support materials 
Professional reading have also been made available to 
assist teachers.  

Data Collection 

South Coogee Primary values the information gained 
from the various mathematical assessments timetabled 
throughout the year. This data helps to track student 
progress, achievement and most importantly informs 
our whole school and class level planning. 
Assessments undertaken successfully in 2021 include: 

On Entry  NAPLAN 

PAT testing  Brightpath 

 

 
  

Each of these demonstrated an upward rise in SCPS test 
literacy. Measurement and Geometry had also been a focus 
area, which the Year 3 and 5 2021 NAPLAN results reflected a 
positive improvement across both year groups. The addition of 
the Brightpath will only continue to highlight focus area and 
overall improve students understanding and achievement 

Professional Development 
Maths curriculum members have shared their Professional 
learning at numerous staff meetings. This approach ensures the 
whole school is part of the Numeracy focus. New resources, 
curriculum support and hands on learning has been the focus for 
2021 and will continue in 2022. 
Multiplicative Thinking Lorraine Day 
Paul Swan Literacy in Mathematics 
Brightpath Mathematics Formative Assessment  
 
 

New Initiatives 

Brightpath 
South Coogee teachers have been involved within the pilot program of Brightpath Formative 
Mathematics Assessment. Students access the formative assessments online. The 
assessments have been designed so teachers can use the assessments as the starting point 
for their lesson planning and teaching. The post test will assist in evaluating the success of 
teaching intervention procedures. Data of student achievement and areas for extra attention 
were identified and presented by our staff at the recent Brightpath conference in November 
2021. This presentation will be published as a Case Study. 



 

 

Resources 
The purchasing of resources to support our PD was an 
important area. The maths crates were overhauled, surveys 
were taken and wish lists were written. A new library section 
was also established to promote the new mathematical cross 
curricula storybooks. The majority of the Numeracy budget was 
used to replace and replenish whole class sets. This 
replenishment will continue in 2022.  

Examples of purchases include Mabble, Combo, Teddy bear 
counters, Dice, Playing cards, Maths 300 
 

Goals 2022 

 Establishing HIT targets specific to SCPS 

 Explicit Numeracy Block Proforma 

 Whole school Paul Swan Professional Development 

 Year 2-6 completing a whole year of Brightpath data collection 

 Different resource allocation system 

 Mathematical incursions and excursions 

HASS 

HASS incorporates key components including the curriculum areas of Geography, Civics and 

Citizenship, History and Economics and Business. Within the overarching area there are sub 

committees including cross curricular priority of Sustainability and the Aboriginal Cultural 

Standards Framework. 

In 2021 we have:  

Purchased fiction texts to support the teaching of Aboriginal Perspectives across the 

curriculum. These included picture books and novels. 

Purchased licences for all year levels to access Inquisitive. This is a digital resource to 

support teachers to plan engaging HASS topics. They are used in the senior grades on BYOD.  

ANZAC Day Ceremony held and Remembrance Day were acknowledged. 

Links to the 100 Years of South Coogee PS Celebrations. Children did inquiry-based history 

projects linked to 'olden days' themes and collaborated with STEM.  

Excursions: Years 2 and 4 visited the Shipwrecks Museum to do guided history tours relating 

to the settlement of the colony.  

Year 2 Students visited the Kalamunda History Village to look at 

how places change over time.  

The Year 4/5 students participated in a sitting of local 

government at Cockburn as part of their Civics and Citizenship 

curriculum. 

The HASS Curriculum Leader put together a collection of old 

technology and this has been catalogued for use to support our 

history curriculum. The History Boxes will be loaned out to 

classrooms to assist in looking at how technology has changed over 

time, preserving some precious artefacts from the past.  



 

 

Science, STEM and Digital Technology 

South Coogee Primary School (SCPS) recognises that STEM education is a critical 

component in preparing students for a rapidly changing future. The school’s business plan 

reflects this and the leadership team continually researches innovative ways to bring these 

subjects to the forefront. STEM teaching at SCPS is purposeful, often providing students with 

‘real-life’ opportunities to put STEM skills into practice. The aim of this teaching approach is to 

combine the subject matter of two or more subjects into a joint learning experience in which 

each subject has overlapping, shared skills and knowledge to offer.  

Being science-driven, the approach naturally draws from the six science skills: observing, 

classifying, measuring, communicating, inferring, and predicting. These skills lend themselves 

well to all areas of learning and are the key to students being able to question, understand 

and interact with the world around them. Well-developed inquiry skills are also the key to our 

students becoming independent learners as well as future leaders in technological 

advancement.  

Whole-School STEM Program 

This year South Coogee Primary School celebrated its 100th anniversary – the perfect 

inspiration for 2021’s STEM-based education. The Whole-school STEM Project was very 

much inquiry-driven. Accordingly, the students drew from their inquiry skills to investigate the 

social, cultural, technological, and educational changes that have occurred over the last 100 

years and to predict what the future may hold. Each year group participated in innovative 

education programs designed by their teachers; the strategies and outcomes of which were 

published in a book called, South Coogee Primary School Whole-school STEM Project: 100 

Years of Education, which can be found on the school website. A sample of the learning that 

occurred as part of the Whole-school STEM Project are listed below. 

 Investigation of advancements in school-based technology, including slate boards to 

iPad and chamber pots to flushable toilets. 

 Grandparents’ morning tea. 

 Hands on investigation of traditional games and inventing and building new outdoor 

games and board games. 

 100 years of Australian food inventions – year 5 cooking program 

 Building cardboard Pinball Parlour Games  

STEM Program – Science to be the focus.  

This year the STEM teacher and Science coordinator reviewed the specialist STEM Design 

and Technology Program. They found that the standalone STEM program could be more 

streamline to fit with other curriculum areas. While the STEM program is always built around 

a science topic, it did not always run parallel with the science strand being taught in the main 

classrooms. Accordingly, this year the STEM program was driven by the Science curriculum 

that was being taught by the classroom teachers at the time. Consultation between year-group 

teachers, the Visual Art specialist and the STEM specialist is now undertaken to ensure the 

STEM program compliments (and not competes) with the Science, Maths and Visual Art 

programs.  

Anecdotal evidence suggests that this cross-curricular refinement has seen an increase in the 

frequency in which students are able to recall science knowledge. For example, in term 2, a 

teacher came to observe a STEM lesson after many of her students were able to correctly 

answer her science questions during diagnostic assessment.  When asked how students knew 

this information, they explained they were making a wall hanging of the moon phases in STEM. 



 

 

Similar reports have been made by other classroom teachers. The STEM teacher found 

aligning the STEM program with the current Science Program helps her lessons too, with 

students bringing their new acquired science knowledge to class and using it to design 

technologies. 

South Coogee received a $40,000 state government grant to fund science education. This 

money has been spent to upgrade the Science, STEM and digital technology resource library 

with equipment, literature, technologies and teacher resources. 

Digital Technology 

South Coogee Primary School is building up its digital technology resources with the purchase 

of coding and robotic resources and apps, including a set of iPads for robotics and a second 

green screen and lighting kit. In addition to classroom digital technology lessons, digital 

technology education offered in 2021 also included:  

 Year 2 Lego WeDo 2.0 coding, robotics and science lessons; 

 Robotics club; and 

 Year 4 Stop Motion film production using Stop Motion Studio Pro app.  

Australian Digital Technology Development – Pilot Program 

South Coogee Primary School has just signed an agreement with Core Learning Foundation 

and Minerals Council of Australia to pilot the Gamification Initiative which is based in Minecraft. 

The aim of the app is to create a greater awareness and understanding of earth sciences in 

Australian schools; in particular, the importance of the earth in improving the lives of people 

through the natural resources it produces.  

The senior students will trial the app in the first semester of 2022. The pilot project is a perfect 

real-world example of ‘testing technology’ which is one of the 6-stages of the design process 

students learn and use in STEM classes. 

Visual Art  
Visual Arts is an integrated specialist program and 

integral to all school activities. The specialist Visual Arts 

program sees students from Pre-primary to Year 6 

working with the Art Teacher on a wide range of arts and 

crafts in a developmental way 

Whole school artwork beautifying the school is 

indicative of the outstanding quality of the program from 

Pre-primary to Year 6. There is a strong focus on large 

scale, whole school art projects which decorate the 

school and enhance student ownership.   

 

Whole School Projects 
Art work is rotated regularly through our 

school office and displayed at assemblies, 

in the Library, on special occasions and in 

the classrooms. 

 

 



 

 

Once again, this year’s year 3 students 

added to the Butterfly Life-cycle Mosaic, 

by creating a Caterpillar that has hatched 

from an egg. In 2022, a chrysalis will be 

added, completing the life cycle. The 

whole school community enjoys this 

interactive art work which was inspired by 

the whole school STEM, Butterfly Project. 

 

 

 

2021 was the Centenary Anniversary of the original South 

Coogee Primary School. To mark this milestone, all year 2 

students worked on a recycled, life-size weaving, representing two students in current school 

uniform. This art work is now a commemorative art installation. 

To decorate the school for the 100th Anniversary 

Open Day, all students drew themselves on 

bunting, which was hung outside all the 

classrooms. 

The Year 6 students also created group Mandalas 

for the occasion, which were drawn with chalk 

pastels on the paving around the school.  

 

Community Partnerships   

The Cockburn Community Cultural Council Art 

Exhibition was held this year.  

Our school, along with other local schools, proudly displayed a large 

variety of high quality work from all year levels- Pre-primary to Year 6.  

 

The Specialist Teacher regularly 

collaborates with the Marketing 

Manager at the Beeliar Village 

Shopping Centre. This year all Pre-

primary to Year 6 students drew 

pictures representing their family 

heritage for Harmony Day. The bunting 

was hung along the carpark walkway. For NAIDOC Week, all 

students had their hand-prints painted on coir logs, 

representing the Rainbow serpent, decorated with gum nuts 

and leaves painted by senior students.  

For the pre-Christmas season, 220 stickers decorated 

donation boxes at the shopping centre. Students designed 

and drew what Christmas meant to them. All the students get 

a thrill from seeing their art work displayed at their local 

shopping centre. 



 

 

Curriculum Integration  

The Specialist Teacher provides additional sessions to three classes 

based on the History Curriculum.  

The Year 5 topic is “Australian Colonies” and the Year 5 students annually 

go to the W.A. Art Gallery to appreciate artworks from Colonial times.  

The students were able to see last year’s, community workshop activity 

installed as a permanent art piece in the Art Gallery. Sharyn Egan, a 

Nyoongar Artist, was commissioned in 2020 to create a Nyoongar 

inspired art piece- 3 Balgas.   

 

Graduation 
As their parting gift to the school, the Year 6 students designed and painted pavers to be used 

as stepping stones around the school grounds. The designs were inspired and created from 

the students’ birth months and the corresponding Noongar Season. 

2022 Goals 
Complete the STEM Butterfly project 
Balga weaving Installation     
Playground aesthetics  
Wellness artwork   
Continue working with Community agencies  

 

 

 

 

 

Performing Arts 2021 
The school choir is non auditioned and open to all students from pre-primary to year 6. The 

choir met Tuesday mornings before school from 8am to 8.45am and had between 40 and 50 

regular members. The choir’s key focus is to promote singing within the school and wider 

community; to co-operate across year levels, work together as one voice to reach a high-

performance standard and to enjoy singing.  A core repertoire of songs was established so 

that the choir could perform at significant School Assemblies. 

The major choir performances for 2021 were the Anzac ceremony, WAGSM at Mandurah 

Performing Arts Centre in August, the 100th Anniversary Celebration Assembly and End of 

Year Celebration Assembly. Year 6 students were showcased and acknowledged by 

performing solos during the Celebration Assembly. 

The Performing Arts teacher taught The National Anthem in Noongar to the whole school, 

which was performed at a special NAIDOC assembly. Each term, a whole-school song was 

taught and performed at special assemblies. 

 

Students from PP to Year 5 attended the Rhythm Works music incursion in Semester 1. 

Year 3 students visited the WA Ballet with WA Symphony Orchestra.  



 

 

All Year 6 students were involved in a production as part of their Drama assessment. Students 

worked on preparing their own scripts and rehearsed during a semester, including costume 

choice and then performed this to their families at the end of the year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Performing Arts teacher applied for a City of Cockburn Environmental Education for 

Schools Grant and received $1000 towards the school Drama Incursion for years PP to 6, 

from Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students in years 1–5 participated in African 

Drumming lessons for a term. The Performing 

Arts teacher is a qualified drumming facilitator. 

Students in years 3-5 participated in an 

introduction to ukulele lessons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students in Years 2, 4 and 6 annually participate in an Edu-dance program which develops 

rhythm and coordination.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Physical Education and Health  
The Physical Education program run primarily by the specialist teacher at South Coogee 

Primary School aims to provide a combination of co-operation, competition, individual and 

group involvement.  

 

The whole school program has teachers in Years 

2-6 being involved in block sport and many inter-

school fixtures. The school annually participates 

in various programs and carnivals with the main 

sports being Netball, Australian Rules Football, 

Minkey-hockey, Cricket, Soccer, Tag-rugby, 

Tennis and other disciplines.  

 

The students are very proud of the trophies school 

teams have won at Carnivals and Interschool 

events.  

 

There are a range of partnerships that broaden 

the Physical Education experience for the 

students which include visiting sport 

organisations, groups and individuals. The core of 

the program consists of components such as: 

Swimming (Aquatics), Dance, Gymnastics, Athletics and Game Skills. An external dance 

company provides a quality program for Years 2, 4 and 6.  

 

 

The focus with the younger students is on fundamental movement skills especially disciplines 

of body management skills, loco-motor skills and object control skills.  

 

Running Club: Students voluntarily participated in a teacher supervised early morning running 

club to improve fitness. This was followed by a Breakfast Club run by our School Chaplain, 

Caroline and parents. 

 
 
 
Sustainability  
South Coogee Primary School is part of the Australian Sustainable Schools Initiative (AuSSI) 

program through the Australian Government Department of Environment. We have been an 

accredited Waste Wise School for the past 10 years. South Coogee Primary School is also an 

accredited Water Wise School.  

We have a very active Sustainability Committee and work closely with our parents and local 

business communities on our sustainability projects. Our teachers integrate and explicitly 

teach sustainable practices and awareness. 

 

 



 

 

Whole school initiatives:  

These have been implemented to increase the explicit teaching of sustainable practice in our 

school, promote sustainable attitudes in our community and increase an overall awareness of 

the impact we have on our local and global environments. 

Climate Clever: South Coogee Primary closely monitor their Carbon footprint. Data was 

collected throughout the year and used to direct action plans. 2021 was the year for reducing 

our gas usage. Classrooms had Power Rangers to ensure heaters 

were being used correctly. Monthly comparisons with last year and 

like schools were closely monitored and our positive results were 

shared with staff and students. South Coogee students with the 

assistance of the Cockburn Council and P&C will continue to use the 

app in 2022.  

Composting: Organic food scraps are collected for composting on 

site by our staff, students, OSH club and canteen. Each week the 

students in Year 4 and 5 collect and sort the scraps. A combination 

of in-ground and dehydration systems (SmartCara) are used across 

the school. South Coogee now has 3 electrical composters. The 

compost is then returned to the bush kitchen gardens.  

 

 

Worm Farming: The school has 5 operational worm farms to help 

recycle organic waste.  The collected Worm Wee and castings are 

then either used in the gardens. 

 

Waste Free Wednesday and Free Friday: Students and families 

pledged to have a “Waste Free Lunchbox’ on a Wednesday and 

Friday. The Year 3 students collect and collate the whole school data 

and reward the winning class with a trophy and certificate at the 

fortnightly assembly. The student councillors also share a 

sustainability report/goal/initiative at the assembly. 

  

 

Waste Audit: A whole school Waste audit was 

undertaken by the 4 students and WasteWise 

Authority to identify and target specific waste 

problems within South Coogee.  

Results were tabulated and shared with staff 

and student.  

The findings highlighted plastic packaging and 

incorrect bin selection.          

These areas will be followed up by classroom 

teachers and the Sustainability Reps and a   

focus for 2022. 

 



 

 

Kitchen Gardens: There are kitchen garden beds located throughout the school. Classes 

arrange the maintenance and they also  harvest a range of fruit and vegetables. These have 

been used in classroom cooking  

 

 

Bush Tucker:  With the help of two of our Community partners- 

Bunnings Bibra Lake and Cockburn Cement working with our 

Year 6 students, South Coogee now has a Bush Tucker garden. 

The Lemon Myrtle has been used by our Canteen manager in 

her delicious pancakes 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recycling: Apart from the 12 yellow top City of Cockburn bins, each 

classroom has paper and cardboard recycling bins. Recycled shredded 

paper is used to feed the worms and assist the composting. Within the 

Library there is also collection points for cartridges and batteries.  

 

Containers for Change: A Cash for Cans collection point is situated at the front of the school 

office. Containers are deposited, sorted and taken to local collection points. BAE systems 

Australia have also been collecting on behalf of South Coogee Primary. Over $300 has been 

forwarded to the P&C. 

 

Bread Tops and Plastic Lids: Lids are collected and sorted by the 

students in the Wetlands Outdoor Classroom. Bread tops for 

wheelchairs and Greenbatch are two local community projects 

supported by South Coogee Primary 

 

Outdoor Classroom: Each outdoor Classroom is a multi-disciplinary 

space. In the Wetlands Outdoor classroom a recycling hub has been 

set up to assist the sort of waste. Water tanks are installed to assist the 

watering of connected gardens. There are 5 active worm farms. Each 

classroom has recycled Art, whiteboards and desks to ensure outside 

learning is possible 

 

Greenhouse: The green house is utilised by the 

students during recess and lunch to grow and nurture 

cuttings and seedlings which can be used throughout 

the school. A water tank is used to help with water 

conservation. Recycled pots and donated planters are 

used. 

 

 



 

 

Nature Playground/Space: Natural and recyclable materials have been included within the 

space to help the children to create and play. New native trees were planted to help with 

shade. 

 

Sustainability Fair: The fair is an in-school recycling themed fair that raises funds to support 

the whole school yellow top recycling bin service. Students plan, make and sell items they 

have created or grown to their peers. Recycled based games are also planned, all with the 

4Rs (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Rethink) as a theme. Over $1000 as raised at this year’s Fair. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community Partnerships:   

Coastcare  Adopt a Beach Bunnings Bibra Lake 

BAE systems Australia   City of Cockburn 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Adopt a Beach/ CoastCare:  

Students in Year 4 and 5 will be working to ensure our coast 

is protected. Students have planted trees and taken part in a 

rubbish collection day. Students also visited the Coogee 

Marina Sea Bob.   

 

Incursions and Excursions 
Cockburn City Council Waste Management Officer-  
Waxi-Wraps,  
Adopt a Beach 
Coastcare 
Earth Day 
Waterwise 
Waterwise Audit 
Foodbank cooking lessons 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2022 Goals  

 Setting up of a new Bin sorting system within each classroom with visual signage to 

assist easy identification and classification  

 Complete Waste Wise Grant with Canteen Manager to reach a GREEN canteen  

 RE-Audit for Climate Clever of new devices and classroom fixtures 

 New bin signage –Labels to be created by students to increase visual understanding 

of the correct bins 

 Selling worm wee/compost at assemblies 

 REmida incursion 

 Recovery Centre Tours 

 New staff professional development and involvement.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Languages- Indonesian   

In 2021 the Indonesian language program was available to all students from Pre-Primary to 

Year 6. Kindergarten classes were also able to introduce Indonesian through a supported 

classroom program that included use of the Early Learning Languages Australia app 

(ELLA).  South Coogee Primary School continued as a trial school for the ELLA F-2 trial which 

meant that the language app was available for use within the Pre-Primary to Year 2 classes. 

This was well utilised by classroom teachers to support and extend student learning.    

All year levels had access to a specialist language program that focused on developing skills 

for new and continuing learners in a context that was rich in context and culture. Across the 

year the Indonesian program focused on looking at the learner from the context of self to their 

part in their family or community, continually expanding their language skills through 

meaningful and achievable activities. Students participated in a number of cultural activities 

within the classroom and across the school which enhanced their understanding of Indonesian 

and the importance of languages to culture. This year students were able to participate in 

cooking classes and learn games, songs and dance particular to Indonesian culture. Each 

class also celebrated Indonesian Independence Day through focused activities and games 

and had the opportunity to learn about traditional transport when the school took delivery of a 

traditional becak for a period of time.  

 

The Indonesian program looked to incorporate cross-curricular priorities through consultation 

with classroom and other specialist teachers. Students took part in art projects, with a focus 

on STEM design rich projects for later year groups including Wayang Kulit (shadow puppets). 

Partnerships with teachers continued to strengthen so that Indonesian activities were linked 

with their classroom learning and whole school programs such as Sustainability.    

 

On a whole school level, the importance of language 

continues to increase in visibility through ongoing 

projects such as school signage in Noongar, English 

and Indonesian.  



 

 

 

 

1 20,000.00$                       19,290.00$                       

2 51,000.00$                       46,147.18$                       

3 32,251.00$                       29,090.92$                       

4 34,103.00$                       34,257.71$                       

5 2,570.00$                         2,570.13$                         

6 2,000.00$                         2,000.00$                         

7 -$                                   104.00$                             

8 14,005.00$                       6,350.91$                         

9 -$                                   -$                                   

10 -$                                   -$                                   

11 Farm Revenue (Ag and Farm Schools only) -$                                   -$                                   

12 -$                                   -$                                   

155,929.00$                    139,810.85$                    

195,426.74$                    195,426.74$                    

Student Centred Funding 390,590.00$                    390,589.49$                    

741,945.74$                    725,827.08$                    

769,451.00$                    769,451.00$                    

1,511,396.74$                 1,495,278.08$                 

Locally Raised Funds128,785.81$     

Student Centred Funding390,589.49$     

Other Govt Grants4,674.13$         

Other  6,350.91$         

Transfers from Reserves-$                   

530,400.34$     

1 44,900.00$                       26,409.00$                       

2 70,000.00$                       54,963.36$                       

3 159,000.00$                    119,649.24$                    

4 113,780.00$                    102,084.20$                    

5 222,799.00$                    186,484.57$                    

6 20,000.00$                       16,119.75$                       

7 -$                                   -$                                   

8 1,305.00$                         266.47$                             

9 200.00$                             90.00$                               

10 -$                                   -$                                   

11 -$                                   -$                                   

12 Farm Operations (Ag and Farm Schools only) -$                                   -$                                   

13 Farm Revenue to CO (Ag and Farm Schools only) -$                                   -$                                   

14 Camp School Fees to CO (Camp Schools only) -$                                   -$                                   

631,984.00$                    506,066.59$                    

631,984.00$                    506,067.00$                    

1,263,968.00$                 1,012,133.59$                 

109,961.74$                    

Bank Balance 289,435.36$         
Made up of:

1 General Fund Balance 219,760.49$         
2 Deductible Gift Funds -$                        
3 Trust Funds -$                        
4 Asset Replacement Reserves 69,728.61$           
5 Suspense Accounts 2,720.26$             
6 Cash Advances -$                        
7 Tax Position (2,774.00)$            

289,435.36$         

Revenue from Co, Regional Office and Other Schools

South Coogee Primary School
Financial Summary as at

Actual

 31 December 2021
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BudgetRevenue - Cash & Salary Allocation
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Administration
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Utilities, Facilities and Maintenance

Professional Development
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Curriculum and Student Services
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